Frequently asked questions

Time series analysis and forecasting
in Q-DAS 14.0.2.2
Integrated AI for advanced analysis and forecasting

What is TSAF?
TSAF stands for “Time-Series Analysis and Forecasting”
and is an A.I. software module by IconPro A.I. solutions
that can be integrated as an add-on into almost any other
software.
If you input a series of values over time, e.g., representing
an arbitrary parameter over time or a sensor value over
time, TSAF predicts and outputs future values 100%
automatically.
Additionally, TSAF can identify, and output all found
outliers and change points in the given values over time
if requested.

Figure 1: TSAF Illustration: Inputs and outputs including comparison
with test data

Where is TSAF in Q-DAS from v14.0.2.2?
TSAF in qs-STAT:
In qs-STAT, there are two possible modes to utilize TSAF:
validation mode and forecasting mode. With the validation
mode users can compare the results of a forecast against
measured values. This allows users to have a better
understanding on the behavior and accuracy of the TSAF
produced values.
In the forecasting mode users can visualise a series of
future values along with a confidence level area for the
forecast.
TSAF in MQIS automated reporting system:
Now in M-QIS users can use TSAF to predict quality values
in an automated way. TSAF learns from the previous
measurements and provides an accurate prediction of the
future trend of measurement results: automated, quick and
accurate. Stay informed about future nonconformities and
react in time before a process gets out of control.
If TSAF is licensed, it can be easily activated and configured
under the TSAF Evaluation menu in qs-STAT, and in the
TSAF settings menu in M-QIS Reporting. Configurable
parameters for the forecast include: the number of values
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Figure 2: Validation mode in qs-STAT to compare TSAF prediction with
measured data

to be predicted, the length in time for the prediction, and
the desired confidence level. The predicted values are then
visualised in the Value Charts.E.g., the colour of predicted
Confidence Level area, Forecasted Values and Outliers.

What are typical use-cases and benefits?
• Know if current stable processes remain stable
in the future
Ensure stability for important process
characteristics continuously

• Identify characteristics at risk for which the
quality results will get worse
Focus attention on process characteristics whose
quality is at risk

• Know when characteristics will violate
specification limits
React in time before a process gets out of control

• Predict cp/cpk values for tomorrow, next week
and next month
Ensure that reporting targets are met by knowing
KPIs beforehand and acting if needed

What is the difference to Predictive Quality?
The term “Predictive Quality” usually refers to predicting quality based on given production and process parameters for
individual workpieces already in production.
The difference in comparison with TSAF is that TSAF predicts future quality values based on a series of quality values
and not based on production or process parameter values.
In summary, TSAF predicts a quality value trend into the future, and “Predictive Quality” refers to predicting the quality
of an given part based on its individual production information.
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Figure 3: Illustrative examples of validation and forecasting behaviour

How can I get a trial license for Q-DAS TSAF?
• The trial license for Q-DAS TSAF can be obtained
for a period of three months and is limited to one
installation per customer*.
* Service and support fees may apply.

• TSAF is only supported in Q-DAS Enterprise versions
14.0.2.2 and later.

To learn more about Q-DAS TSAF trial licenses, please
contact our sales team at: sales.qdas.mi@hexagon.com
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Hexagon is a global leader in digital reality solutions, combining sensor,
software and autonomous technologies. We are putting data to work
to boost efficiency, productivity, quality and safety across industrial,
manufacturing, infrastructure, public sector, and mobility applications.
Our technologies are shaping production and people-related ecosystems
to become increasingly connected and autonomous – ensuring a scalable,
sustainable future.
Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division provides solutions
that use data from design and engineering, production and metrology
to make manufacturing smarter.
Learn more about Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) at hexagon.com
and follow us @HexagonAB.
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